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1. Introduction 
There are many existence theorems for solutions of nonlinear equations which are applicable 
to componentwise error estimates of approximate solutions obtained by some methods (cf. [6,7,9] 
etc.). Among others, Yamamoto [lo-141 obtained some related results and recently Alefeld [2] 
generalized a result of [14]. 
In this paper, in Section 3, after the preliminary section (Section 2), we shall give an existence 
and nonexistence theorem for a solution of an equation under Kantorovich-type assumptions 
which are weaker than those of [2] and [lo-12,141. The theorem seems to be new and sharper. 
Next, in Section 4, we shall apply our results to algebraic polynomials to obtain a 
Gerschgorin-type existence theorem of solutions under computationally verifiable conditions. 
The assumptions are stronger than Smith’s theorem [8]. However, our result guarantees existence 
of a solution in each of n disks D,, i = 1, 2, . . . , n, while Smith’s theorem only asserts that any 
connected component of the union of n circular regions I’;, consisting of just m disks, contains 
exactly m zeros. Our results improve those of Zheng [15] too. 
2. 
Finally, in Section 5, our results will be illustrated with numerical examples. 
Preliminaries 
Throughout this paper, according to [7,9,10,14], we use the following notation and definitions. 
Let x = (xi), y = (y,) E R”, A = (aij), B = (bij) E RnXn, H= (hijk) E RnXnXn. We define 
‘Lx1 =( Ixil), Pb, Y) = 4x -rl7 
44 = (IQ), ~(4 B) = v[A - Bl, ‘iHI =(lhijkl)- 
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We write 
x>,y or y<x if xi >y,, i=l,2, . . . . n, 
A>B or BGA if aij > b,,, i, j=l,2 3 ***, n, 
Ha0 or OGH if h,, > 0, i, j, k= 1, 2, . . . . n. 
For a nonnegative vector u >, 0, we put 
u( x(O), u)= {XERn(p(x(0), x)0}. 
In [12], Yamamoto derived the following relations for a vector u >, 0, a matrix K = (K,j) 2 0 
and a third-order tensor H = ( hijk) > 0: 
Ku< II~II, Kl, a2 < II u ll:h 
and 
Ku< Ilull Kca, a2 < II u ll:L 
where 
i=l 
Alefeld generalized those as follows. 
Lemma 1. Let u=(ui)~Rn, ~20, K=(K~~)EIR~~~, K>O, H=(hijk)~lR”X”X” andH>O. 
Then it holds for p >, 1, q >, 1, p-l + q-l = 1, that 
Ku< II4lp Kq9 Hu2 G II u I@+ (2.1) 
where 
and 
In the inequalities (2.1), we understand that q = 00 if p = 1 and q = 1 if p = 00. 
Remark 2. From Lemma 1, we have 
IWII,= ,,~~~lllw,~ bqllp 
x P 
and 
II HII p = ,,“I,,y,,p=l llHXYllP~ llwJ- 
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Furthermore, we 
II K IIt 
have 
n n 
= max c ‘ii G ll K, II 1, j i=l 
II H II 1 = 7:X C hijk G II h, 111, 
’ i=l 
n n n 
II K II o. = mm C Kij = II KI II 003 II HII 
i j=l 
mGm” C C hijkG IIhill~- 
,i=l k=l 
3. An existence and nonexistence theorem for a solution of an equation 
We consider the nonlinear equation 
f(x) = 0, XEDCR”, (3-Q 
where f is Frechet-differentiable. We assume that A is a nonsingular matrix which approximates 
f ‘( x(O)), H 2 0 is a third-order tensor, and for any x, y E D inequalities 
p(A-‘f’(x), A-If’(y)) <HP(x, Y) 
and 
hold, where y is a nonnegative constant with y < (( H \( p. We put 
K=v[A-‘(f’(x(‘))-A)], 6 = Y[A-‘f(x(‘))] = (q), 
m = II K II p’ q = II 6 II p’ 
Furthermore, without loss of generality we assume that E # 0, which means that x(O) is not a 
solution. 
Theorem 3. Under the above notation and definitions, we have the following: 
(9 If 
m<l, a=(l- m)* - 2yq > 0, (3.2) 
and ,S(x(‘), t*)={xEIR”JJJx(“)-xJJp<t*}~D, where t*=2q/(l--m+fi), then there 
exists a solution x* of (3.1) in U(X’~‘, u), where 
u=r+t*Kq++(t*)*hq. 
(ii) There is no solution in int{ U(x(‘), v) n II}, where 
2 II 6 II, v= 
1 + II K II oo + /(I + II K II ml* + 2 II H II m II ‘z II m 
(1, 1, . ..) 1)‘. 
Proof. (i) Since II K II p = I( A-l(A -f ‘(x(O))) II p = m < 1, we have that f ‘(x(O))-’ exists; 
II f ‘(x(“‘)-lAIl p < (1 - m)-‘, 
II f ‘(x’“‘)-‘(f ‘(x) -f’(Y)) II p G 0 - m)-lY IIX -Y II p 
and 
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(1 f’(x’“‘)-lf(x(o)) II p < (1 - m)-lq, 
so that Kantorovich’s condition 2(1 - m)-2y~ G 1 for Newton’s method applied to (3.1) is 
satisfied. Hence, according to the Kantorovich theorem, there exists a solution x * E S( x(O), t * ), 
which is unique in 
$= %(s( I 
x(o), t** 
> if a=O, 
x(O), t** )nD} ifa>O. 
Then we obtain 
P(xco), x*) = v[A-l~(x’O’) +A-‘(A -f’(dO)))(_dO)- x*) 
<c-t 11x (‘) - X* 11 p Kq + + 1) X(O) - X* Ilp’hq 
< E + t*Kq + $(t *)2h, = 2.4, 
that is, x* E U(x(‘), u). 
(ii) If there is a solution y* E int{ U(x(‘), u) n D}, then 
A-‘f(x’O’) =P(f(x@)) -f(y*)) 
z/l l{f$j* + t(x’o’-Y*)) -~‘(x’~‘)}(x’“‘-y*) dt 
so that 
+(f’(x(O)) -A)(x’“‘-y*) + (x(O)--y*), 
1 
E = V[Pf( x(O))] < @v [ x(O) - y*12+ Kv[x@)-y*] + v[x(“)-,*] 
+-fu2+Ku+u. 
This implies ]( e ]I o. < f ]I H I] m I] u ]]i + ( ]I K ]I m + 1) ]I u I] m = I] c ]I (lo, which is a contradiction. 
cl 
Remark 4.. The results of [2] and [10,14] have been derived under stronger conditions 
IbqlIp<l and (I- II~qllp)2-211kJpII~IIp~0 (3.3) 
than (3.2). Therefore it follows from Remark 2 that our existence domain improves the ones 
obtained in [2,10,14]. 
Remark 5. The nonexistence domain of Theorem 3 improves Alefeld’s one. In fact, he assumed 
that 6 = mini ci > 0 and proved that (3.1) has no solution in U(x”),j3), where 
P= 
2s 
I + I] K1 ]I m + {(I + ]I ‘9 I] m)2 + 2 ]I hi ]I ma 
(1, 1, . . .) 1)‘. 
Clearly we have fi < u. 
4. Application to algebraic equations 
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In this section, we consider the n th-degree polynomial 
n 
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P(z)=z”+a,z”-‘+ *-* +a,= n<z-z*>, (4.1) 
i=l 
with complex coefficients ai. To find all zeros zi*, i = 1, 2, . . . , n, of the polynomial, Durand [3] 
and Kerner [5] considered a simultaneous iteration process 
x!k) = x(k-1) - 
P( Xi(k-“) 
I n , l<i<n, k=l,2, . . . . 
E (xjk-1) - q-1)) 
(4.2) 
provided that z* are distinct, where xl’), xi’), . . . , XL” E C and x!‘) # x(O), i #j. This process is 
called Durand-Kemer’s method or the D-K method, although Weierstrass also considered this. 
In [5], Kemer showed that the D-K method is equivalent to Newton’s method applied to the 
equation 
f(x) = (fi(X)> f*(x), . ..> f,(x))t=O, XEQ=“, 
where 
J;(x)=bi(x)-ai, &(x)=(-l)’ c xi, “‘X,,, i=l, 2, . . . . n. 
l<j,< ... <j,<n 
In [lo], Yamamoto obtained n circular regions, each of which contains at least one zero of the 
polynomial. 
In this section, as an application of Theorem 3, we shall derive new existence circular regions 
under a Kantorovich-type condition and nonexistence circular regions with no restriction. The 
radius of the former regions are smaller than those of Smith and Yamamoto. 
We put 
pij= ]xi(0)-xy)]-l, p= nil pij, 
E,= IJ-+I’“‘)l 77= & ’ 
I 
fIBi/ ’ 
I) 
i=l 
j#i 
p=~$, b=l+* 
n-2’ 
Let H = ( hijk) be defined as follows: 
hijk = 
1 
/3bn-2 if j#k, i=j or j#k, i=k, 
217P2b”-3 if j # k, i + j, i # k, 
0 if j=k. 
We put 
y= 2p i 
2pfibnp3 + 2/lbnv2 if n >, 3, 
if n = 2, 
and h = yq. Then we have the following theorem. 
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Theorem 6. (i) If h < i, then we have the following: 
(a) In each closed disk 
Dj: )z - x(O)1 < di = C; + +(t*)*h,, 
there exists at least one zero of P( z), where 
t* = 277 
1+/I 
and ho = max( /W-*, 2nj3*P3). 
(b) Any connected component of the union of the set Di consisting of just m disks contains exactly 
m zeros of P(z). 
(ii) If h < :, then all the zeros of P( z) are simple. 
Proof. (i) By Theorem 3 with p = 1, it is sufficient to prove that 
P( f ‘(X(O))-If ‘(x)9 f ‘(x’O’)-lf ‘(Y)) G IMx, Y) 
and 
(4.3) 
IIf'b'"')-l(fw -f'(YM GYIIX-Yll1 
for any X, y E S(x(‘), 2~) = {x ) II x(O) - x II 1 G 277). From the identity 
zn + b,(x)z”_’ + *. . +a4 = fJ4 
we have 
c 
n abi(X)zn-;= _ fi(+ 
ax, 
I . 
i=l i=l i+j 
As was shown by Kerner [5], the ith row of f ‘(x(O))-’ is given by 
;;,,;’ ) (X(Oy x,(O)“-*, . ..) 1). 
1 
xw 
J 
j#i 
Therefore, putting Q(t) = (z - x1(‘)) . . * (z - xi”), we have 
v[ f ‘(x’o’)-‘tf ‘Cx> -f’(Y))] iJ 
< (Ev[X-Yl)ij, 
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where 0 G tij G 1 and r? = ( Aijk) is defined by 
if j=k, 
with 2, = xI + tjj( y, - xl). Furthermore, we can prove that for any x, y E S( x(O), 277), 
h”;jk < hr,k and II fi 1) 1 < Y. 
In fact, we have for j # k, i = j, 
(44 
hijk = Q&) n M’ - 4 / 
J l+J,k 
n (x(o) - x(‘“‘) 
I#j,k 
i 
(0) _ a 
Q’(xy)) n l + x;i) _x;h I#j,k 
1 
< , r-I (1 +PIxP--[I) 
l#j,k 
where we used the fact that b, = . . . = b,,, = c/m maximize the function 
m 
,G Cl + bi) 
subject to the conditions 
b,>O and eb,<c. 
i=l 
The same argument works for j # k, i = k. Furthermore, for i #j, j # k, i # k, we have 
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The final bound is obtained from the fact that under the conditions bi >, 0, 1 < i G n, and 
b,+ -0. + b, G c, the function 
&~&l+ bJ 
is maximized only if b, = . . . = b,,, ( = (c - 1)/m if c >, 1, and = 0 if c < 1). 
Furthermore, we have 
n 
]I g ]] 1 = mtx C &ijk < Y = 1 2np2 1+ i -$$inP3+2/3(1+ zinP2 if n>3, ’ i=l 33 if n = 2, 
where we again used the fact that b, = b, = - . . = b, = c/m maximize the function 
? bi,$,C1 + bj) 
i=l 
subject to the conditions 
b,>O and gbigc. 
i=l 
This implies that if h G $, then, in each closed disk Di there exists at least one zero of P(z), and 
any connected component of the union of the set Di consisting of just m disks contains at least 
m zeros of P(z). This proves (i), since the total number of zeros of P(z) is equal to n. 
(ii) If h c i, then we can prove that f’( z *)-l exists and zp, . . . , z,* are distinct. Cl 
Remark 7. In [15], Zheng obtained the error estimates 
II_P)-Z* IIa,< (1-2s)“g2”-’ Ilcllao, s= IIcII p 
1 - (1 - 2s)g2” 00 ) 
m 2 0, 
for the D-K method under the conditions s < : and 
g=g(n, s)=(n--l&(1+ ~ l-s2S 1 
n-l 1 
___ 1-2s Gl. 
Clearly, for fixed s > 0, we have g( n ,s) + cc at n + 00. That is, the quantity s such that g < 1 
should be very small if n is large. On the contrary, the quantity h in Theorem 6 need not be 
small for large n, since 
h G 2p2e2” + 2pe 2p = 2pe2”(1 + p), 
and the positive root p* of the equation 2pe2” (1 + p) = : is in the open interval (i, f). 
5. Numerical examples 
In this section, we shall illustrate our results with some examples. 
Example 8 (Yamamoto [12], Alefeld [2]). We first consider the algebraic eigenvalue problem 
TY = XY, (5 4 
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where 
I1 1 :\ 
T= 1 1 $ 
: a 2, 
and h and y are eigenvalues and eigenvectors of T, respectively. We assume that y = (yi) E R” 
satisfies ](y]1,2=C~=l]yi]2=1. Let x=(yl, . . . . y,, X)‘. Then (5.1) can be written in the form 
Furthermore, we have 
’ 0 . . . 0 -1 
f”(x) = 
\ -1 0 0.. 0 
. . . 
0 . . . 0 0 
-1 
0 . . . -1 0 
1 
- 1 
Cl 
We choose an initial approximation x (‘) = ( - 0.7, 0.7, 0.15, 0.0)’ and put A = f ‘( x(O)). Then we 
have 
K=O, H=v[f’(x’O’)-lf”(x(O’)], E=Y[fyX(“))-lf(X(o))]. 
Furthermore, we choose p = 1, q = co. Then we obtain II H II 1 II 6 II 1 = 0.4074514 < i. We can 
thus conclude that there exists a solution x * in U( x(O), u), where 
u = (0.0475545, 0.0293976, 0.1691796, 0.0271919)‘. 
It is interesting to remark that 11 h, 1) m II e 1) m = 0.7518750 and 11 h, )I1 11 e I( 1 = 0.5163171, so that 
the conditions of [2, Corollary 3.21 and [14, Theorem l] are not satisfied. Consequently existence 
of a solution cannot be guaranteed by results of [2] and [14]. 
Example 9 (Aberth [l], Yamamoto [lo]). To illustrate Theorem 6, we consider the polynomial 
P(z) = z5 - 1oz4 + 43z3 - 104z* + 150z - 100 
= (z - 2)(z* - 22 + 5)(z* - 6z + 10). 
To find the zeros of P(z), we use the D-K method with the initial value 
x(O)= -2 +r,exp Ii 2(i- l)?l I n +7& Fi, i=l,2 ,..., n, 1 1 
where a, = - 10, n = 5 and r. = 6, which are chosen according to Aberth [l]. After 11 steps of 
iteration, we obtained approximate zeros xj”) of P(z). Considering xj”) as x$ in Theorem 6, 
we obtain h = 0.00273842707184 < i. 
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Table 1 
i Re(x,(“)) Im( x!“)) r, d, 
1 3.00048377555635 0.99919417201716 0.00470031245654 0.00094138455511 
2 0.99989737424306 2.00000976307389 0.00051545540778 0.00010441314536 
3 1.99965263876727 0.00068117182684 0.00382394244572 0.00076611055295 
4 1.00000057774750 - 2.00000003400358 0.00000289343786 0.00000190075138 
5 2.99996563368582 - 0.99988507291431 0.00059969922130 0.00012126190806 
The radii di of the disks Dj and the radii r; of Smith’s circular regions 
r,: )z-xy)I <r;=n n 
P( x/l’)) 
, lGi<n, 
n ($1) - xy ) 
j#i 
are also shown in Table 1 together with xl”), i = 1, 2, . . . , n. 
We remark that Smith’s theorem only asserts that the union of q. contains all the zeros of 
P(z) and that any connected component of this consisting of just m disks c contains exactly m 
zeros. Therefore, we cannot conclude that each radius I-; gives the error bound for xl”), whereas 
we can say that each di does give. Finally we remark that g( n,s) = g(5, 0.00066472493373) = 
0.00267131066489 -C 1 so that we can also apply Zheng’s result [15, Theorem A] to obtain 
II x (11) - z * ]] m < 0.000942577060002. 
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